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Principal

AssalaamuAlaikum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatahu
(May the peace and blessings of Allah Subhano Taa’ala
be upon us)

Abdul Shariff
As the year 2020 draws to a close, I wanted to extend my
heartfelt gratitude to each and every one of you for your support,
patience and care in this unprecedented time of Covid-19
pandemic. I am also incredibly proud of our students and the
resilience and maturity they have shown as we have altered our
college routines and programs in response to the governmentdirected measures to contain the coronavirus (COVID-19) in
Term One. Our college has the most amazing, dedicated and
compassionate staff. They have gone above and beyond on so
many levels. Our teachers have worked long hours over many
weeks educating students during the day and preparing online
and other resources night and day at such short notice. They are
the heart of our college and we have been moved by the email
messages and words of thanks that so many members of our
college community have sent.
Towards the middle of Term 2 as the restrictions eased,
restarting some aspects of school life had brought a sense of
much-craved normalcy to families and communities. Our college
welcomed the return of face-to-face teaching of students as
student learning, growth and wellbeing are best served when
students and teachers are interacting in that all-important social
classroom and school environment. This was particularly true for
our youngest students who have just embarked on their
schooling journey and our senior students who are coming to the
end of theirs. This year, Year 12s also have the added
complexity of being the first to study new subjects with new
assessment arrangements under Queensland’s revamped senior
schooling and tertiary entrance system.
Our Deputy Principal, Mr Muamar, together with a group of staff
have developed a framework of unpacking the college’s identity,
new vision and mission values as a whole project. In particular,
the emphasis is the college’s vision which is ‘Best School; Best
learning journey’. This year we saw enhanced technological
advancement at the college, which included Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) for Years 7-10 in secondary and Year 4 in
primary school. The remainder of the classes will follow in 2021.
In 2020 Islamic College of Brisbane launched its new and
refreshed website. The new site offers a fresh new look and
easier navigation, with dropdown menus for both mobile and
desktop versions.We have also improved the structure of our
content, so you’ll get more from a quick read.
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We hope you find the new website, with its fresh look easy to
access information, and we also wish to establish this portal as
a source of information for those who visit our college website.
Our college now has online enrolment provision which will
hasten the enrolment process. We would also like to thank
brother Orhan, our ICT and Security Manager who sacrificed
his time and energy to make this site, what it is today.
Alhamdulillah, ICB started the Hifz Classes in late January
2018. This has been the desire of many parents, teachers and
the ICB community for many years. Imam Imtiyaaz and his wife
Haafitha Zubeida were employed as the Hifz Class Teachers
for the boys and girls respectively. By the end of November,
2020 we will have our first lot of Quran Hifz graduates,
Inshallah.
ICB Greenhouse Project which is located between the E and H
block is now a reality and is named Sakina Community
Gardens. Assistant counsellor, Ms Aida, together with the
Welfare/Wellbeing department have worked tirelessly with
volunteers Rebecca and Bayan to focus on giving kids a sense
of well-being and acceptance. It has been truly special to
witness the care and love students have towards seedlings and
gardening in general. Our efforts have so far been to involve
students who would at times benefit more in an outdoor
environment, than to be in the classroom. Sakina Community
Gardens will also become a retreat centre for wellness in due
course both for staff and students.
Year 2020 would have been a landmark year for our college. It
was to be twenty five years of our college’s existence and we
intended to celebrate its Silver Jubilee in style with lots of
fanfare, whilst paying tributes and homage to the founders and
everyone else who had supported the college over the years,
but this did not eventuate due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This
will now be celebrated in the early part of Term 1 in 2021
together with the opening of the new five storey secondary
building, Insha Allah.
To the graduating Year 12 Students, “Class of 2020”, I wish
you all the very best in future and may Allah, Subhano Wa
Taala, bless you all.
A special thanks to the AN - NASHEEHA 2020 editorial team
for their hard work and an excellent publication.
Throughout the year we continue to be humbled by the tireless
work of our staff, the positive collaboration of our parents and
carers, College Board, State and Federal Governments,
Parents and Friends Association and the wonderful community
of ICB. I personally would like to thank you all.
Last, but not least, it is a reminder that we are all in this Covid19 pandemic together, and it’s only by continuing to be better
together that we can succeed in the new normal, Insha Allah.
I pray to Allah Taa’ala, that we all stay safe during the holiday
and beyond, Aameen.

Deputy Principal
We all showed remarkable flexibility and
resilience in such a challenging time

Sami Muamar

Early in 2020, Covid-19 overshadowed the world, including
Australia. Panic continues to shake the community. ICB went into
lockdown. Everything ground to a halt. What was ICB to do?
Online Learning – Life-Lessons and Successes.
Should students stop learning? Does school need to close
completely? What is our response?
All staff worked together and got the various online platforms
(Microsoft Teams and SeeSaw) up and ready to go. Support staff,
teachers, parents and students all faced a steep learning curve,
and I am proud to say we all showed remarkable flexibility and
resilience in such a challenging time. We were ready to go online
in record time and were prepared for what was to come.
For the 2 months of lockdown, classes were able to continue from
home with live lessons on-line, videoed tutorials, and virtual
classrooms linked to the ICB network. While it was challenging, we
were determined to get through it. And, Alhamdulillah, we got
through it with great success and the interruption to learning was
minimized for all students. Many of our staff who were
uncomfortable with technology in the beginning are now experts!
As we were plunged into lockdown, we began to miss the things
we previously took for granted - the casual walk across Karawatha
Green, the smiles and Salams exchanged as we passed each
other, the warmth of a spirited classroom, and even a cool drink
from a bubbler after an exciting basketball game– all became
special moments of times gone by. Small things and moments
became precious gifts, and we began to realise what a special
place ICB is for us all.
In Allah’s Wisdom, as we stepped up to the challenge, we learnt
important life-lessons of appreciation and gratitude. Yes, teachers
need students, and students need teachers. But - we all need our
school, a place to be together, our ICB.
Our COVID -19 Response
Early on in the crisis ICB formed a COVID - 19 Health Action Team
(CHAT), composed of the Deputy Principal (Mr Sami Muamar),
Director of Teaching and Learning (Mrs Susan Scott), Assistant
Principal of Operations and Welfare (Ms Malka Dean), P-12
Wellbeing Coordinator (Ms Zeena Ackland) and our School Nurse
(Ms Catherine Wakefield). Together we faced many challenges
and we were keenly aware that we were not working just to protect
ICB, but that our actions and policies would contribute to the

protection of our wider community from COVID-19. Alhamdulillah,
we developed effective policies and measures following everchanging health directives and advice from the Queensland
Government and the Department of Education. Some of these
policies still remain in place and will continue to do so for some
time to come as we learn to live in a world with COVID-19.
One of the biggest successes overseen by the CHAT team was the
Year 12 Formal. Some schools chose to cancel their Year 12 end
of year celebrations, but we chose to forge ahead to send our
graduating students away in style. In spite of restrictions on
numbers, social distancing requirements and contact tracing
measures among other things, the night was an absolute success
and was enjoyed by all who attended.
Arabic and Islamic – More Challenges.
Alhamdulillah, despite the challenges of COVID-19 our growing
Arabic and Islamic Department has continued to strive for
excellence. Unfortunately, many major school events held by our
Arabic and Islamic department such as the Quran Competition and
Hajj enactment have had to be cancelled; however, they will be
back in 2021 Insha’Allah, bigger and better than ever. Fortunately,
we were able to successfully complete our annual Spelling Bee
Competition in which the students enjoyed participating. Thank you
to the organisers, Imam Riyaaz and Ms. Ruba Tayoun.
Future Light for ICB
At 6.45am every day, a select group of ICB students open their
laptops with the greeting ‘Assalaamu’alaikum, Imam’. For the next
few hours, they recite and recite – forgoing the warmth of their
beds. It is a test of endurance in their quest to memorise the
Words of Allah. The homes of these Hafiz resonate with the
powerful verses of the Holy Qur’an 6 days a week, for almost every
week regardless of holidays, school days, or lock downs.
Insha’Allah, the Light of the Qur’an shines through our ICB
students to brighten with barakah, the future of ICB as Custodians
of the Qur’an. Alhamdulillah, 4 students will complete the
memorization of the Quran this year.
The Growing body, mind and soul of ICB.
The body, mind and soul of ICB is continuing to grow. As our
buildings reach the 5th floor, and an expansion of road plans cater
for safer traffic routes within the school, we continue to develop our
curriculum and ways to evaluate the impact of our teaching. ICB
must continue to grow and improve with more challenges and
changes, as it is anticipated that there will be an increase of
student numbers expected in 2021.
The heart of ICB must continue to engage our diverse community
members with mutual respect, understanding and a shared
purpose. To this end the ICB Vision Mission Team has been
diligently working to take ICB to new heights and we will continue
to meet and discuss ideas and connect different perspectives, in
pursuit of a realistic, shared and sincere definition as to what we,
as a community, would understand as the foundation and pillars of
ICB’s Values and Ethos. No way is our mission complete or
absolute, as this year has taught us, change is inevitable. There
will be growing pains, as we learn more about ourselves and who
we want to be as One Australian Community, but I am confident
that the ICB Family is strong enough and resilient enough to face
all future challenges.
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Chairman
Our NAPLAN results show a strong growth in core
subjects. Whilst imparting quality Australian
curriculum, our school also imparts religious
education with Quran & Hifz classes. InSha Allah
we will have our first Hafiz graduating soon.
We are seeing a strong growth in the student
enrolments. We are at capacity with our student to
classroom ratio and we are within the benchmark
ratios of student to staff numbers which are
essential in maintaining a healthy learning
environment.

Junaid Qadri

Salam Alaikum, I hope and trust this message finds
you in the best of Iman and Wellbeing. I have
consciously chosen the word, ICB family, as my
predecessor also did due to the very fact we, as the
Board, recognise and value the importance of all
stakeholders of ICB: Our students, who are the
future of our community; our teachers who develop
and guide our future leaders; our parents who
nurture and shape the dreams of our students; our
support staff and management who play an
important role in delivering a trusting environment.
I thank Allah, Subhanahu wa Ta’ala, for giving me
this opportunity of serving as a board member since
2015 and now as Chairman. I would also like to take
this opportunity, and sincerely thank the board
members, senior management, teachers, staff and
most importantly students who make our school such
a vibrant place. I would also like to share some
insights on the progress of the school.
ICB at Present
The year 2020 should have been the year of ICB
celebrating its 25th year but was presented with a
challenge outside of its control with a global
pandemic. Having a strong foundation of academic
excellence, which enabled ICB to achieve second
rank in NAPLAN results in the Logan area, ICB was
able to deliver online learning without compromising
its quality education. 97% of our grade 12 graduates
obtained a university position last year.
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Internal Development
The board felt the need to appoint two board
directors to support the growing needs of the
school. We are very pleased to fill these positions
with the selection of Dr Ray Barrett AOM & Sister
Janeth Deen AOM. Both have extensive
experience in education fields with Dr Barrett being
an ex-principal of many schools including ICB and
sister Janeth Deen with more than 20 years as a
successful teacher.
Whilst valuing high achievement in education, our
school also is focused on physical development of
our students and promoting a career pathway
towards sports. Our girls team won the Futsal
championship.
Future of ICB
Having navigated our school through difficult
times the board is now working on
developing and delivering the school Master Plan,
there will be an addition of 18 new classrooms for
high school with a state of the art
hospitality, industrial arts, and gym. As part of
developing the next five year plan, the school
board decided to create a position of CEO whose
focus will be to guide the school towards ICB
becoming an elite school. After an extensive
selection process, we are very pleased to have
selected Br. Ali Kadri as the CEO.
Ali Kadri is currently focused on identifying new
growth opportunities such as exploring options of
girl’s high school, and a second campus.
I would like to thank all board directors who are
vigilant on governance and work tirelessly behind
the scenes in developing the school’s strategic
policy.

CEO
recommendations on organizational charts, reporting lines,
job descriptions, policies and procedures. This review will
assist us in ensuring that we have an efficient and effective
senior management team to provide clear guidance and
leadership to the rest of the school.

Ali Kadri
Dear ICB Community,
Assalamoalikum wa rehmatullahi wa barakatahu,
It is an absolute pleasure and honour to write to all of you in
my capacity of the Chief Executive Officer of the Islamic
College of Brisbane. As many of you may be aware this is
25th year of ICB, which makes it one of the oldest Islamic
schools in Australia. The success of ICB is a result of many
hard-working volunteer board members, management staff,
admin staff and teachers. More importantly, it is the support of
parents and our kids that gives ICB its real meaning and
value. Keeping that in mind, it is my utmost priority to keep the
school community informed about the decisions which we will
be making. This will be the first of many correspondences you
will receive from me to ensure that ICB management is
transparent and open with our community.
My role at ICB
After overcoming all the compliance hurdles, the focus of
ICB’s board is on streamlining management and prepare it for
future growth. My primary role is to execute the strategy,
whilst operating from the school. In doing so, we are guided
by Dr Abdalla’s report and support from Independent Schools
Queensland (ISQ), the industry body of independent schools
in Queensland.
First Term at ICB
Despite being on the board for over 5 years, I believe I could
only know ICB well enough if I knew the people who make
ICB work. During my first term at ICB, I have spent 2 hours
each day meeting at least four staff members personally.
These informal meetings have given me an opportunity to not
only gain invaluable insight into ICB, but it has also allowed
me to personally thank our staff, some of whom have been
working for ICB for well over a decade. I am more confident
than ever that we have all the necessary skills and
qualifications to make ICB the best school in Australia.
Review of the management structure
The most important priority for the board and myself is to
ensure that we have strong and well-defined leadership roles.
In order to do so, I have commissioned ISQ to conduct a
review of management structure and produce a report with
recommended changes. The report will include

Streamlining processes, procedures and reporting,
ICB, like most large organisations, has various departments
and while each department has some autonomy, it is very
important that these departments operate as a single
body. Due to the growth of ICB, we can no longer afford to
operate silos. To achieve this we need better reporting
procedures both within and across various departments. It is
my aim to utilise my skills and education in business
management and IT to ensure that we have effective and
efficient reporting and communication across all
departments.
Teacher performance and support
Success of all schools is measured by the educational and
character outcomes of their students. Teachers play a direct
role in providing the best education both academically and in
character development. My meetings with the teaching staff
gave me a renewed appreciation of teaching profession and I
feel humbled by the dedication, commitment and skills of our
teachers. It is one of my top priorities to ensure that teachers
are supported in performing at the best of their ability and
skills to provide quality outcomes for our students.
Expansion and growth
Our community has grown significantly the in last 25 years, it
is only fair that the largest and oldest school grows both in
service and space. It is our vision to expand services by
establishing our own before and after-school care service
which caters for Islamic values and ethos. We are also in
early stages of establishing in-house vocational education
pathways for our high school students providing them with
alternative career options. As far as physical space is
concerned, construction of the new building with 18
classrooms and applied subject area, we will be able to
provide our students with the state-of-the-art learning space
in 2021.
Transparent and two-way communication
It is my strong belief that the best ideas are developed
through consultation. Keeping in line with this belief, you will
see increased communication with all our internal and
external stakeholders. We are in the process of seeking
advice from ISQ (Independent Schools Queensland) to
develop our communications strategy, which will result in
increased consultation and communication with all our
stakeholders.
I once again want to thank you all for trusting us with the
education of your children and on behalf of my team at ICB, I
would like to assure you that we will all discharge this
responsibility with integrity and honesty. Insha’Allah, ICB will
be the best school in Australia.
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When we are made aware of inappropriate incidents,
we deal with it in the appropriate way in partnership
with parents.

Rukhsana Ashraf

Assistant Principal - Primary

As Salaamu Alaikum Wr., Wb.,
'All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.’
As we wrap up 2020, we have a lot to be thankful for.
First and foremost, we thank Allah (SWT) for being able
to complete the year on a good note. We know it has
been a tough year for our families, students and staff.
We believe this experience has given us a lens to better
understand each student’s strengths and challenges in
learning. Our teachers have tried their best to give our
students the opportunity to unearth their talent and
potential.
The leadership team have been busy in the past two
terms interviewing new students and their families for
2021. It has been a wonderful opportunity to get to know
the new students and their families and talk to them
about their future education. It has also been really
pleasing to hear that the new families are coming due to
the excellent reputation the college has in the wider
community and from the recommendation of current and
past families. One of the common questions asked, is
around behaviour management and bullying. Children
will, on occasion, say or do something that is
inappropriate and unfriendly. We have a strong
behaviour management policy and process that ensures
preferred behaviour is taught and modelled. Our timeout
teachers use the verses of the Quran and Hadith to allow
the offenders to reflect upon their harm to victims, so
they become remorseful and act restoratively.
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At the commencement of 2020, the Primary school
structure was 34 classes, with an average of 25
students in each class. We welcomed quite a few new
and returning staff members. As the college has
steadily grown, the staffing profile has evolved over the
past 25 years to feature people with a diverse range of
experience, backgrounds and interests, and most
importantly, a strong commitment to teamwork and
exemplary standards, enabling improvement across all
levels in Primary.
I would like to thank our hard-working and caring staff
members who have made a huge difference to our
students. Their commitment is outstanding and our
students are the beneficiaries. Thank you for providing
rich and engaging, well-rounded experiences for our
students in both online learning and face-to-face
learning and knowing that education is about joy,
wonder and fostering curiosity, along with the
development of social skills so needed to succeed. For
these, and a million other things, we are truly thankful.
Whilst the improvement of each student to the best of
their academic potential remains at the core of all
programs, a focus on the development of the ‘whole
child’ is evident through many social skills programs,
welfare programs, extension/cocurricula activities and
personalised learning programs. The appointment of
the Assistant Counsellor and wellbeing coordinator
made a huge impact on the wellbeing of our students.
Our pastoral care promotes understanding of the need
for individuals to care for, support and value each other
within a safe environment.
I would also like to say how blessed we are of our
students and all that they have achieved this year. It
has been a privilege to be entrusted with their care and
education and to watch each one grow not only
academically, but also socially, emotionally and
spiritually.
Farewell to the staff, students and families who are
moving on or beginning a new venture and thank you
for being a part of our community. We hope ICB
always holds a special place in your heart.
Wishing everyone a wonderful and safe holiday and I
look forward to working with everyone in 2021 In shaa
Allah!

led in Secondary by the Year Level Coordinators and
actioned by the form teachers, help support the
students’ emotional development. Again there have
been additional challenges around well-being as
families were forced into isolation. I take this
opportunity to thank all the staff for their unprecedented
efforts in 2020.

Ian Martineau

Assistant Principal - Secondary
The word "unprecedented" has been used extensively
over the course of 2020. I thought that I would look up its
exact meaning; never done or known before. The listed
synonyms include unparalleled, unequalled, unmatched
and unrivalled.
Looking back over 2020 at ICB there have been so many
unprecedented events. Here are just a few;
After nearly 18 months of research and training, we
launched the first year roll out of our technology
programme. Year 7 and Year 10 families were asked to
purchase a device for their sons and daughters. The
previous twelve months had included regular training for
staff to ensure they were ready and able to lead this new
initiative. Who would have known that the world would be
plunged into a pandemic and online learning would
become the norm? A staff member used the analogy of
learning to swim; you can practise all you like on the side
of the pool but until someone pushes you in, you don’t
know if you will sink or swim. That push came in the form
of a pandemic and, of course, as a result of the training,
ICB was well placed to support students as we went into
on-line mode.
The role of the teacher has changed significantly since I
first walked into a classroom. We are still expected to
maintain a high level of ‘instruction’ of students but we are
also expected to be data analysts, psychologists, IT
experts and often Psychics!
I cannot speak highly enough of the ICB staff as they
guide the young men and women under their care through
the trials and tribulations of adolescence. The faculty
teams, led by the Heads of Departments, continue to
deliver engaging learning opportunities. This has been
made more challenging by the switches between online
and face-to-face learning, and the changes to the senior
curriculum and assessment processes (more of which
later). Alongside the faculty teams, the well-being teams

Sadly we have had to postpone, reshape or cancel a
large number of events as we make sure that we
stayed Covid safe. This included our 25th Anniversary
which will now take place in 2021. Perhaps the group
most affected by these changes were the Year 12
graduating class. Their last year of school should have
been a series of celebrations and events that build to
the crescendo of the Formal. As late as the end of
Term 3, the go ahead for the Formal was still in doubt.
My thanks to Ms Dunn and her team for their efforts in
ensuring this major celebration went ahead. Year 12
were also significantly affected in their studies. Being
the first year group through the new SATE system
would have been challenge enough without the
interruptions of Covid. As I write this article we are only
days away from External Exams, another ‘new’
(unprecedented) concept in 2020. I am confident that
ICB students will perform well. This confidence is
based on the level of preparation that our students have
been provided. Again I thank our teachers for their
unprecedented efforts in supporting and guiding our
2020 graduating class.
The futsal and netball excellence programmes have
continued to grow and perform at the highest level.
These programmes not only allow our students to play
sport but also reap the benefits of team sports
(leadership, interdependence etc). The tournaments
also allow students to meet with students from other
schools and for ICB to be known outside our immediate
location. My thanks to all the coaches and especially to
Ms Ahmad and Mr Burchell.
Finally to Block I. I have been given the opportunity to
tour Block I and I am very impressed. Whilst there is
still some way to go, we are planning to be in the
building for the start of 2021. As well as 18 classrooms,
there are two ‘Maker Spaces’. These will be used for
existing subjects such as STEM and Visual Arts, but will
also allow us to introduce Design Technology in Years
7-10 and Design in Year 11. There is also planning in
progress for additional offerings in the Vocational
Education and Training (VET) space.
We are planning for over 500 students in the Secondary
School in 2021 which represents another year of
significant growth. With growth comes both opportunity
and challenge. I thank families for their patience to
date and ask for this to continue as we move into our
new building. It takes a village to raise a child.
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Islamic College of Brisbane
MOTTO – Seek knowledge
IDENTITY – An Australian Islamic School
VISION – Best School; Best learning journey
MISSION – To nurture growth and foster ethics to
achieve full potential
PURPOSE – To educate, to inspire and make a
difference
ETHOS – Morality, Excellence, Innovation

Sharon Lam

Business Manager
I hope everyone is staying safe and healthy as we meet
the challenges that we face together as a community.
With COVID-19 becoming a part of our everyday we all
must be as prepared as possible. As our school posts
more signs to remind everyone of the isolation
rules, reminds everyone not to gather in large groups
outside classrooms, hires extra cleaners to double clean
rooms and buys sanitiser by the truck-load it highlights
daily the difficult time through which we are trying to
navigate. However, we are so lucky that we have many
wonderful parents and community who are following the
COVID-19 restriction guidelines and continue to support
our school during the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, I would
like to thank our incredible groundsman team, cleaners
and Welfare team. It always remains the highest
priority to maintain the Health & Safety
protocols which help prevent the spread of the COVID-19
coronavirus.
I would like to express our thanks and appreciation to our
Board of Directors. It is very nice to work with a Board
that provides such good vision and always has students
first and foremost in every decision they make, as well as
supporting staff. Thank you for their time, effort and
commitment to students, staff and the community
supporting Islamic College of Brisbane.
The school magazine is a great opportunity to allow us to
acknowledge the essential work done by all the school
support staff to help facilitate teaching and learning.
Education doesn’t happen without them. They are
working hard and their dedication makes a difference to
students, teachers and the school community.
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On behalf of the college, a huge thank you to our ICT
department. We have really appreciated the extra
efforts by the ICT team to set up the online platforms.
They perform exceptionally well in supporting the
education online platforms to ensure students
continued to engage in their studies during the
pandemic.
Just imagine the world without teachers! Teachers do
so much more than teach: they encourage, guide and
inspire, and we remember our favourite ones for the
rest of our lives. Although we know that now is a
challenging time for us all, our teachers are working so
hard and continue to create a fun and educational
environment for all the students at Islamic College of
Brisbane. The professionalism, care and education
they provide to the students is outstanding.
I congratulate Mr Ali Kadri on his appointment as the
first Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Islamic College of
Brisbane. We are honoured to have Mr Kadri as the
CEO of the college and are looking forward for the
college’s success with him.
We are proudl to announce that the Enrolment Online
platform for student enrolments is commencing this
year. Without going into the individual details of the
programme, the Enrolment Online platform allows
parents to apply remotely via an online form, and is
easy for parents to complete, change and pay for their
child’s enrolment. Parents can commence their online
enrolment and finish it at a time that suits them.
Special thanks to our amazing Tuckshop Team for the
valuable role they play in school life every day to
provide our students and staff with tasty and nutritious
food and drink. The tuckshop continues to promote
healthy eating as a way of maintaining good health for
students. Also, the tuckshop's Online Pre-Ordering
system is continuing to offer convenience, especially to
help families who have to juggle many different tasks at
the start of the day.
We are very much looking forward to the new year!

Head of
Curriculum

Iram Khan

The Year 2020 will be remembered in modern history as
the year when the world slowed down and came close to
a standstill, when panic took over and then there was a
long silence. Amidst the chaos, what did not come to
a halt was the passion for teaching and learning. Our
teachers worked hard to cater for the needs of our
students from Prep to Year 12, making sure that their
learning journey not only continued but also gave them a
sense of comfort and care through the digital classrooms.
Islamic College of Brisbane used two platforms to deliver
lessons this year. Although none of us was prepared for
what this year threw at us, we challenged ourselves and
unofficially upgraded Islamic College into a ‘ Microsoft
School’ overnight. Years Prep to 2 continued their learning
journey through SEESAW. Microsoft Teams was the main
mode of instruction, discussion delivery and assessment
for upper Primary. The students successfully carried on
their learning journey through various applications and
enhanced their learning and teaching experiences through
Office 365 Suite. Collaborative sessions through
OneDrive and Class OneNote transformed the way
students and teachers accessed the curriculum and
provided feedback. Year 2020 threw us a curve ball, but
what we have achieved as the College team, along with
our students and parents, is incredible.
I would like to report that our school is progressing well
along our journey of integrating digital technologies into
our daily practices. We are looking forward to further
embedding technology in our efforts to educate our young
learners in an innovative learning environment.

At Islamic College of Brisbane, we strive to
adopt a holistic approach to obtaining
knowledge which consists of educational
beliefs, values and perspectives that are in
line with the Islamic viewpoint and develop
our learners into ‘spiritually, morally,
academically and socially’ responsible
young Muslims. We endeavour to integrate
elements of Islamic tradition into the
mainstream curriculum whenever we can.
This is work in progress and will take time
to reach fruition.
For the fifth Year in a row, Islamic College
celebrated Science Day, at our campus.
Despite COVID-19 restrictions, teachers
and students once again created, analysed
and reflected on science. The activities
ranged from thinking scientifically to making
simple deductions. It was great fun to
watch the young scientists collaborating in
their classrooms. During the Numeracy
Week celebrations, students took the
‘hands-on Maths’ approach where they
worked on creative ways to solve problems
and find solutions. The students, as young
as Prep, learned to think mathematically
and had a go at problems with real life
context. It encouraged students to develop
co-operative teamwork and develop their
critical thinking.
I would like to acknowledge the various
transitions that our teachers had to do
during the online teaching period and then
back to the face-to-face teaching yet
continued to deliver the curriculum in the
best professional way. This was possible
only because of the dedication of our staff
and the support of our parents and wider
community.
We, as the Islamic College team, have
been able to move forward and succeed
against all odds this year, with the help of
Allah SWT, the amazing, curious students,
the resilient teachers, the supportive
parents and the encouragement of the
wider community.
9
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Mr Syed Junaid Ahmed Qadri
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Mr Cajee Mohamed Ismail
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Dr Alam Mohammed Rabiul
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Dr Barrett Raymond George
Director

Ms Deen Janeth Mumtaz
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Director of Arabic
and Islamic Studies
Imam Riyaaz Seedat
Alhamdulillah 2020 has been a
busy year at ICB for the Arabic and
Islamic Department even though
we have had to face the COVID-19
challenge which has disrupted
many events and opportunities.
The year began with World Hijab
Day hosted by the Grade 12
students. This event created an
excitement for all to showcase
their talents in the different styles
and colours of Hijab, but more
interestingly was the effort showed
by the Non-Muslim staff at the
school in wearing the Hijab for the
day.
The Khutba training
program gave many grade
12 students the opportunity
to be trained on how to
deliver Jumuah khutbas
and they successfully
delivered many Jumuah
programmes throughout
the year.
12

A Learning support programme
was the first new initiative that was
introduced this year to assist
students who have difficulty
reading Arabic and the Quran.
Many students have benefitted
from this program.

As-salaamu 'alaikum dear
Brothers and sisters, For
this khotba ...

Unfortunately, the annual Quran
Competition was postponed twice
before it had to be cancelled
completely due to the restrictions.
Similarly, the Haj Enactment was also
cancelled, however, to create a Haj
atmosphere, the school was
decorated, and students were given
tutorials in class about Haj.

Other events and activities that
were cancelled due to doing
online learning or being at home
was the Ramadan Quiz, Eid
Decorations, Pre-Ramadan
Picnic, visits to St Stephens,
Padua and Mt Alvernia Colleges
and Janazah practical
demonstration at Muslim
Funeral Services.

Imams from ICB did
join Academy Alive
and provided
programmes to
inspire and benefit the
community for their
Ramadan programme.
ICB fundraised for the
Bushfires in Term 1,
Lebanon in Term 3
and for the ICB wudhu
area during Ramadan.

The Arabic Spelling Bee proved
to be a success once again.
The highlight for this year will
most undoubtedly be the
anticipation of the completion of
the memorisation of the Quran by
3-4 students by the end of the
year, Insha Allah. The Hifz class
has been a special and dear
programme to myself and having
the first students complete the
memorisation of the Quran will be
ICB’s finest and most special
moment insha Allah.

May Allah preserve the Quran in
these young Huffaaz hearts and
take them from strength to strength.
Aameen
I would like to thank the management,
staff, students and parents for making
2020 a challenging but successful year.
We make dua to Allah that he grants all
of us in particular our students' success
in every aspect of our lives and make
the college grow from strength to
strength
13

HIFZ NEWS
"...an increase in demand from
students wanting to be part of this
programme..."

Alhamdulilaah with the grace of
Allah the much anticipated Hifz
classes commenced at ICB in
2018. There were 2 classes
initially, the boys being taught by
Imam Imtiyaaz and the girls by
his wife, Haafithah Zubeida. The
hifz classes run before and after
school from 6:45am – 8am and
thereafter from 3:30pm – 4:45pm.
Classes are also held on
Saturday from 8:00am – 11:00am.
Students are also required to
attend daily classes during the
first week of each of the term
holidays. It goes without saying
that there is a level of dedication
and sacrifice that is required to
be part of the programme for
both students and their parents.
14

There has been an increase in
demand from students wanting
to be part of this programme and
ultimately earning the prestige of
having the title of Hifiz-ul-Quran
and earning the multitude of
rewards and blessings that
comes with this honour and
privilege. As a result a new class
was added in July of this year
which is taught by Imam Tahir.
Currently there are 23 boys and
16 girls that are part of the
programme and currently 4
students on the waiting list to
join.
This is the year that this
programme will be bearing fruits
and InshaAllah 3 students will be
completing their Hifz of the
Quran.

Hifz Group 1

By Imam Imtiaz Boda

The pioneering Hifz class of boys.
15

Hifz Group 2

Mu'allimah Zubeda

The pioneering Hifz class of girls.
16

Hifz Group 3

By Imam Tahir

New class;
new hope
for the
future of
ICB.
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Understanding Feminism In Islam
Written by: Aqeelah Buksh & Fatima Osman

Feminism has been a formally progessive
movement since the 1800’s however, the
modern feminism movement has been the
source of backlash and
controversies with regards to religion. This
was the perfect opportunity to get our year
12 Islamic class into groups and analyse
and enhance our knowledge on how Islam
factors into this modern day movement.
Students researched the true meaning
and origins of feminism as well as
the Islamic rights of women that were
upheld centuries before the Western
movement and how it is perceived in
today’s times. In addition to this a
prominent female figure from the Prophet
Muhammed (SAW) time was chosen and
their qualities were researched and
presented to the rest of the class.
This assessment provided an insight on
Feminism through the Islamic perspective
that many students were unaware about.
While many of the feminist ideologies are
compatible with Islam and have been
implemented for the past 1400 years, there
are a few feminist ideals that do not adhere
to Islamic beliefs. This includes abortion
and changes in dress.

The women that the groups
chose were:
- Nusaybah bint Ka’ab
- Aisha bint Abi Bakr
- Umm Ayman
These women were selected
due to their bravery in battles,
perseverance, passion and
their role in advocating for
womens rights in Islam.
It is not the gender that is
viewed more superior in
Allah’s eyes. It is our
obedience and nobility
towards Allah. Allah says in
the Quran:

“O mankind! Lo! We
have created you male
and female and have
made you nations and
tribes that ye may know
one another. Lo! The
noblest of you in the
sight of Allah is the best
in conduct”
Qur'an 49:13

The groups were also asked to portray how
they would react to a confronting situation
with an extreme modern feminist who views
Islam as an oppressive religion. This
insightful drama shed light on how to
appropriately and Islamically handle such
situations.
18

Overall, this assessment provided
our Islamic class with vital
information regarding feminism
which will inevitably be utilised as
our grade enters the overwhelming
life of university.

Year 12 Girls on Feminism

19

Year 12 Boys on Feminsim
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MECHATRONICS
Excursion

February 2020, Year 10B went
on an excursion to QUT to learn
about mechatronics and how it
can improve the lives of many
people.

Throughout the day, we were
educated about the different factors
of engineering and received the
opportunity to have a hands-on
experience of building a bionic arm
from a range of components.
Students worked cooperatively and
enthusiastically with each other to
finish the fun tasks as none of us
could wait to see the outcome of our
robotic arm.

21

MECHATRONICS
Excursion

There was a competitive atmosphere as each
group was trying to finish the robotic arm
before the other. The challenge of controlling
the bionic arm was an intriguing task as we
tested the arm’s limitations. During the
breaks, students were able to take a leisurely
stroll through the QUT campus and explore
what university life was like. Afterwards, we
tested our hypothesis by programming the
arm to perform various activities.

The excursion was an
informational and enjoyable
experience for the entire class!
BY NATASHA AHMED 10B
22

Esports High School
League
League of Legends QLD
Written by Naomaan Choudary 9A
I’ve been playing League of legends for around 4 years and towards the end of 2019, I saw an
opportunity to play competitively against other schools in QLD. I formed a team with my friends
that also play the game, everyone doubted our team at first but we showed dedication by trying
our best. During the tournament we faced really difficult teams as their players where 10x
better than us with a much higher rank. In a normal game online these ranks aren’t compatible
meaning if we were to play online, we wouldn’t ever be against these ranked players because
the skill gap is huge.
With teamwork we somehow beat some of those teams and made it to the knock out stage.
Unfortunately, in the final stages we lost and were eliminated but for our first time, we did
amazing as we made it to the 20th place in Queensland. My amazing LOL teammates were
Mohammad Qaddoura, Barlian Bof, Hamza- Al-Merhebi, Usaid Azeem and Zahid Uysal.
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Cyber Taipan
Competition
By Shezaan Ali Ameen (10B)
Cyber Taipan, is an annual IT related competition which takes place across many
schools here in Australia. This was ICB’s first attempt in a cyber related competition. This
competition was all about cyber security with the objective to make Windows 10, Linux,
and Windows server 2016 operating systems safe and secure. The more the servers
were secured by us, the more points the group obtained. Our team consisted of: Shezaan
Ameen (10B), Yunus Fikreth (9C), Selim Guler (9C) and Ayman Arabu (9B). As it was the
group’s first time doing anything related to Cyber Security, the group was struggling and
did not know what to do initially. Thanks to Mrs Dunn and the hard work that was shown
by our team, gradually we started to learn more about cyber security during our morning
tea breaks. There were two rounds: on the 8th and 29th of August. Both the days were
on the weekends and lasted for over 6 hours and we managed to gain a total of 202
points!
I would like to thank Mrs Dunn and Brother Orhan because, without them, we would have
been completely lost and would have had no idea of what had to be done at all. I like to
also thank the team; it was hard for us all to give up our free time to do something new.
Overall, even though our group did not win, we had fun participating and learnt something
new!
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YEAR 7
VISUAL ART
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Year 8
Visual Art
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Year 9 Visual Art
Artist: Siana Rabah

Artist: Danya Aziz

Artist: Roudaina Khan

Artist: Noamaan Choudary

Artist: Bilal Bouhired
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Art Competition

Well done to all of the talented artists that took part in
the 2020 Art Competition.
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Futsal Excellence
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futsal excellence in action
.
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Netball
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This Netball season, ICB entered one team- the ICB Ninjas into the Saturday MacGregor Netball
competition. With many setbacks, namely Covid, we were unable to have our full season. However, we
did not let that stop us, persisting on with a shortened season of 10 games. With the assistance of Miss
Ahmad and Mrs Cousins [our amazing coaches] we trained hard on Tuesday & Thursday afternoons to
produce maximum results during the Saturday afternoon games.
Despite a rocky start, the Ninjas were able to push through and sit at the top end of the leader board.
We were really fortunate to have had a team that gelled well and quickly. It made playing together on
court not only easy, but also fun! Overall, this Netball season has been filled with many surprises and
roadblocks, but that didn’t hinder us from making all the memories that will be forever cherished. We
could not be more proud of all the girls this year and look forward to another successful (hopefully
full) season in 2021!
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In the Arabic Classroom

Preps reading and writing their
first Arabic words

From years 1&2
classrooms
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Year 3
presenting
their food
menu

Eid
Messages
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Year 4
talking
about
sport

Arabic Spelling Bee Winners

In the Arabic Classrooms
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In the Arabic Classroom
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Arabic Spelling Bee Winners
Years 1&2

Overall Winners
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Arabic Spelling Bee winners
Year 3 & 4

Aiza Junaid
Year four
overall winner

Almontaser Said
Year three
overall winner
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Years
5 and 6

Arabic Spelling Bee Winners
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Arabic
Spelling Bee
Winners
Secondary

Congratulations!
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Arabic
Spelling
Bee
Overall
Winners Secondary
Year 7: Bilal Khan
Year 8: Aishah
Gemicioglu
Year 9: Maria
Rajguru
Year 10: Haniya
Suleman
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Arabic Learning Support Classes
Learning Support for Arabic is a new initiative introduced by ICB to assist all
students requiring additional help with Arabic reading. At ICB, the support team
works collaboratively with teachers and other professionals to initiate planning
processes and resourcing for students with additional needs.
Arabic Learning Support at ICB, in consultation with parents and caregivers, allows
for differentiation within each class. Each teacher makes reasonable adjustments
within their class program to cater for the learning needs of all students.
Additionally, the support team allocates specific lessons for these students in small
private groups. A very thorough analysis of each student’s capabilities is then
undertaken with the aim of assisting them in any deficient areas.
The Arabic Learning Support teachers undertake the responsibility of assisting all
students in coping with and overcoming any learning issues associated with Arabic
reading. The aim is to develop and foster appropriate skills and understanding in
order to facilitate ease in grasping all the linguistic concepts. The team endeavors
to encourage students in developing self-confidence and independence in dealing
with this sacred language.
The team also embraces the concept of Learning, because Learning is gaining
knowledge by studying, being taught and experiencing. Not only do our beautiful
students benefit but we as teachers learn and benefit as well. It also encourages
positive behavioral support and implement numerous strategies in assisting the
attainment of Arabic.
The Arabic Learning Support team is always available and willing to assist. We love
this language and want our students to have this same attachment to it. May Allah
swt accept all our efforts in this regard and May He raise our sons and daughters
with the true love for this most noble language.
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Prep A

ADVENTURES
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Mrs Wahid & Mrs Maryam
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Prep B with Mrs Jones and Mrs Shahzad

100 Days of Prep
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Prep C Are Wild About Learning!
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Adventures with Mrs Denniss & Mrs Arya
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PREP D
MRS. ALBADRAN
&
MRS. BELLOS
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PREP D
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Welcome to Prep F with
Mrs. Zareen and
Mrs. Nasir !
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ADVENTURES IN MATHS
YEAR 1A
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--

I hope you and I
stay friends
forever!
Karen
d child!

Our family is growing.

John

Just do it!
Shia

WE DONT
REMEMBER
DAYS , WE
REMEMBER
MOMENTS
1A

Our family is growing.

Aim high!
Follow your
dreams!
Elaine
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1B Learning Journey with Mrs Kaur
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Wow, what a terrific year we’ve had! Together
we learned, laughed and had fun!!!
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Year 1C - the 2020 batch ...
O

Cool and
Colourful Art
Work

Designing our
Habitat
Triorama

Awesome
creative team
works !
We love to
read!
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Packed with unique challenges!
Eid Mubarak

Swimming
Champs

Our tiaras for
Whitney and Brittney,
Chicken Devis

Our beautiful
Masjids
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1D 2020
with
Ms Brennan
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1E 2020

This year, we learnt and did some pretty amazing things! We investigated and explored
Australian animals, planted our own vegetable garden, wrote our own stories
and developed our mathematical thinking. We increased our knowledge of Islamic values.
We learnt many Surahs and Duas as we practised everyday to ensure that they become
part of our daily routine. Mashallah 1E, keep on being awesome!
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Fun with Ms Goindi
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Fun Days in 2A with Mrs Guilfoyle
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Life long friends in 2A
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F

2B with Ms.
Alamiri
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Those who
keep
learning, will
keep rising in
life.
Charlie Munger
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THE ST
LE
COO @ ICB
CATS
70

2C is
purrrfect!
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2D with Ms. Zafar!
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#CoronaCrew2020
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WE AIM FOR
GREATNESS
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3B with Miss Abdi
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Always believe in yourself.
Do this and no matter where you are,
you will have nothing to fear.
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Year 3C with Mrs Ahamed
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Year 3C With Mrs Ahamed

Thank you for the
memories!
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Ms Ali &
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Dr Kanwal's 4B 2020

"MEN LOVE TO
WONDER, AND THAT IS
THE SEED OF SCIENCE"
RALPH WALDO
EMERSON
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H

“Learn in g nev er
exhausts t he min d.”
Leona rdo da Vin ci
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YEAR 4C
2020
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YEAR 4C 2020
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Mrs. Masood's 4D 2020
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4D 2020
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5A with Mrs Sabahat
Now its time to say goodbye,
to the fun we had in 5A,
from Friday fitness, to getting our
bravo goodies...
The memories are everlasting...
Now its time to say goodbye,
for we've got to explore the world
out there..!
By Wafaa and Hala, 5A

ces between
exploring distan
lar system!!
planets in the so
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Thank you for your great efforts 5A, you
were fabulous!

Set your goals high and
always dream BIG!
For you're as big as the
dreams you dare to
live...
All the best 5A!!

Look at all the learning!!
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Mrs S. Mohammed's Brilliant 5B
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5B Being the Best
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Ms Martin's smilers
5D
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Working it out together

Our HA
SS

present
ations

Designing rafts for science
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5E with Miss Dye

The kindness of
everyone around
me - Ahmed

Our class rewards
and parties - Haris
and Marwa

Missing NAPLAN Numayr and
Musawer

Some of o
ur
favourite
memories
from
Year 5...
Having fun
together
- Anisa and Isra

Science Day Juwairya
Playing on the
playground
together - Yusuf

Being in the best
class with the best
teacher and the
best friends Abdullah
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5E with Miss Dye
We are almost
seniors - Zolaykha
and Yusuf

The HASS Lapbook
presentations Sabirah

Playing futsal Dania and
Abdullah

Voicing our
opinion - Aleeza

The best
things about
being in
Year 5...
Watching school
sport games
- Anisa and Eman

You get the best
teachers - Marwa,
Halise and Aisyah

Reading interesting
books - Fareeda

Making new friends Huda, Aidin, Yussef
and illiyas
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2020

With Mrs Khan

Venturesome 6A

LIFE EDUCATION
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BEING DIGITAL

F
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N

FEAST
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Science Day
gave us an
insight into the
oceans and
electricity.

It's Time to
Celebrate a
Year of
Memorable
Moments in
6B with Ms
Iqbal

Feeding the
homeless taught us
about the
importance of
charity.
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Fun with Maths
had us all in a
puzzle.

We are proud of our accomplishments!

The sky is the limit!

Our Reading Champions!

Our Art projects taught us
that it is not only important
to protect the Earth, but to
create a world where the
Earth does not need
protecting.
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An award for a
poem
published in a
magazine
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extremely hard this year
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2020
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Student of the Month
FEBRUARY

112

MARCH

1A Siara Asghar
1B Uzair Basha
1C Aminah Chami
1D Asifa Khan
1E Mahmud-Esad Zahid Kaya

1A Shaheer Hassan Malik
1B Mira Qatawneh
1C Adam Arabu
1D Areeb Khan
1E Shanzay Yaseen

2A Mohammed Saif
2B Saifan Hossain
2C Anabia Naveed
2D Mysha Malik

2A Aya Salih
2B Mustaqim Mohd Luqman
2C Yusuf Khalid-Khan
2D Ayaan Shahzad

3A Mahrus Sharif
3B Aleena Kaddour
3C Tasneem Ahmed
3D Ayesha Arabu
3E Shafi Rajabu

3A Ariana Malic
3B Hamza Ahmedi
3C Sahibah Ilyas
3D Hamza Nour
3E Hajrah Qureshi

4A Fatima Syeda
4B Ali Al Husseini
4C Amila Ferizovic
4D Helena Javan Alizadeh
4E Adam Khalid Mohammed

4A Hana Besirevic
4B Ayeza Rahman
4C Esraa Yahia
4D Samir Adlan
4E Sarah Mustafa

5A Omaira Aqeel
5B Mohamed Soliman
5C Raneem El Masoud
5D Azlan Shabir
5E Maha Barkat

5A Nadyne Shaakira
5B Taj Hodzic
5C Yasmin Ferhati
5D Youssef Naaman
5E Aleeza Sajid

6A Amira Hijazi
6B Syeda Zaina Kazmi
6C Nourhana Elghoul
6D Ali Nasser

6A Musaddik Khan
6B Absara Sharif
6C Junainah Siddiquee
6D Kanaan Badr

Student of the Month
JUNE

AUGUST

1A Saeedah Ilyas
1B Hafsa Noori
1C Alizah Iqbal
1D Adna Mesalic
1E Ali Majed Hadhi

1A Mohamed Kromah
1B Armani Madende
1C Ayesha Siddiquee
1D Douha Hijazi
1E Betul Acikdeniz

2A Ayaan Hashmi
2B Hanan Abdul Majid
2C Minsa Maryum
2D Mohammed Ayoub

2A Siham Ahmed
2B Sheza Islam
2C Abdurahman Nasser
2D Tabasoum Mohammed

3A Shyna Hussain
3B Taisha Islam
3C Tehreem Fatima
3D Suhaib Mohammed
3E Abdul Halwani

3A Maryam Lepers
3B Zainab Crazzi
3C Rashad Sheriff
3D Manha Syeda
3E Ayaan Zakria

4A Anaum Syeda
4B Mohammed Hasan Alshibi
4C Angela Nassiry
4D Hadhi Ashraf
4E Eiliyah Zainuddin

4A Muhammad Osman
4B Tarik Muamar
4C Reem Mohammed
4D Maria El-Ghemrawi
4E Yasmine Ayoub

5A Hayder Nanjiani
5B Asad Irfan
5C Allirah Peiris
5D Myra Nasir
5E Muhammed Abdullah Ghouri

5A Zohaib Mohammed
5B Ayla Gul Kunduraci
5C Husna Sahar Noor
5D Ella Khalil
5E Zolaykha Faqeerzada

6A Alisha Basuki
6B Medina Ali
6C Aeena Junaid
6D Khubayb Guesmi

6A Rahma Ibrahim
6B Adam Kamara
6C Hareem Fatima
6D Jihad Naaman
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Student of the Month
SEPTEMBER

114

OCTOBER

1A Zain Muhammad
1B Aisha Ali
1C Maryam Shah
1D Manal Mohamed
1E Ahmed Abdulhafeez

1A Vedad Brkic
1B Azra Senyucel
1C Yusra Salman
1D Talia Hijazi
1E Malek Hijazi

2A Aya Badis
2B Younes AssKali
2C Seyedah Sara Nouri
2D Sanah Solah

2A Lujain Mokrani
2B Nouri Lababidi
2C Adem Meco
2D Ahmed Vohra

3A Manha Khan
3B Sufyan Muhammed
3C Zayan Mahruz
3D Fatimah Khan
3E Amar Hijazi

3A Tausif Ahmed
3B Shazil Dahar
3C Amaan Shamim
3D Zara Aplak
3E Rabia Ozakman

4A Hana Majid
4B Aiyash Almaji
4C Hayat Ahmad
4D Labiba Faiza
4E Shayan Talal

4A Khadijah Ahmed
4B Lara Omar
4C Inaya Qasim
4D Rehan Muhammed
4E Mariam Amin

5A Mohammed Kouidri
5B Mohammed Qasim Khan
5C Zayd Hijazi
5D Dayyaan Akbar
5E Ahmed Sultan

5A Sara Umair
5B Abdullah Sayed
5C Humza Hijazi
5D Maryam Hussaini
5E Yusuf Mansoori

6A Alisha Sayeef
6B Toqa Sadik
6C Ali Jaqandi
6D Abdulaziz Ali

6A Hajer Ahmad
6B Ibrahim Taufik
6C Illiyyin Durrani
6D Adia Sayed
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LIBRARY EVENTS
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"Whitney and Britney
Chicken Divas!"
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Talented sisters Aleena
and Aiza Junaid are
proving themselves to be
great literary writers and
have had several stories
published in this magazine.
Here is Aiza's short story.
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LIBRARY EVENTS
Many events during Book Week had
to be cancelled but we were able to
have our fantastic author visits. They
never fail to deliver fantastic ideas
for teachers and fun creative
activities for students.

e
Deano Yipide
Something new for us during
these trying times was to have
'virtual ' visits by our Authors
and Illustrators.
Deano Yipidee delivered a first
class show from his YouTube
channel and his enthusiasm and
storytelling thoroughly engaged
our Prep and Year 1 students.
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LIBRARY EVENTS

During Book Week students investigated the way illustrators supported authors. One such book
was "Little Bird's Day by Sally Morgan and Illustrated by Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr. Students noted
the way in with the illustrator used Aboriginal drawing techniques. Students created their own
images based on the images in the book. Students used Microsoft Paint to draw their illustrations
These are some of the results by Year 4 students.

Year 6 students created digital collages based on the Book Week book, "Searching for Cicadas"
by Lesley Gibbes and illustrated by Judy Watson.

Another creative way students engaged with the Book Week books was to write an Acrostic
Poem based on the book, "Hello Lighthouse" by Sophie Blackhall. They drew their own lighthouses
and created a work of art to enhance their poem.
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Primary Water Week 2020
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Primary Water Week 2020
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WILDFLOWER CLOTHING

We
love
the
nature

Digital Education

Art is fun
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S O U N D

W A V E S

Health
Lesson

TEAM
WORK

money game puzzles

SCIENCE IS AWESOME
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Welfare and Wellbeing @ICB
Assalamu Alaikum Wr Wb
I begin in the name of Allah, the most gracious and the most merciful.
I was appointed Assistant Principal (P-12, Operations & Welfare) at the beginning of
this year. It is a challenging and demanding role, but I enjoy it as it allows me to be
an important part of the ICB management team, its stakeholders, staff, students,
parents and the community.
I look after the Welfare/Wellbeing department, WHS (Workplace Health & Safety),
Library, Before and After School Care (Camp Australia) and, most importantly, I
make sure that every class has a teacher and that students are always supervised,
even during playtime.
The Welfare/Wellbeing Team at ICB works to support optimum health and Wellbeing
for students and staff and to ensure a positive, safe and caring school community.
We place the focus on achieving the best for the individual students.
2020 – A year like no other. It is now more important than ever to prioritise and take
time out to ensure that we all are looking after our mental health and Wellbeing.
Some tips:
• Eat healthy meals and drink lots of water
• Exercise daily
• Sleep (8-10 hrs)
• Connect with loved ones
• Care for Planet Earth - for world Wellbeing!
This year has also shown that our world needs stronger, courageous, adaptable and
resilient individuals. Despite this being a very challenging and an unusual year it has
taught us valuable life lessons and shown us that we all have gone through adversity
and have come out being stronger individuals.
I would like to thank my dedicated team for being there for the ICB family and helping
the staff, students, parents and the wider community to soldier on despite the
changes that the “invisible organism” brought to our lives.
Thank you for your hard work Zeena, Catherine, Aida and Br Akrim. They will share
their experiences of this year with you all.
May Allah (SWT) bless and keep us all safe - Ameen.
Mrs Malka Dean
Assistant Principal (P-12, Operations & Welfare)

Our Year 12 students became Mental Health
Ambassadors for RUOK day, visiting classes and
teaching us how to look out for each other.
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Counselling & Careers Hub
It is OK to FEEL:

Lonely

Everybody feels this way, it doesn’t make us weak!!! It makes us HUMAN!!! And it
helps to talk about it so when you need it, come and meet our Counsellors.
It’s also OK not to know what career you would like to pursue in the future:
Come talk to our Guidance Counsellor if you need help with:
- Subjects Selection
- QTAC Applications
- University Applications
- Vocational Courses (VET)
- Work Experience & Placements
- Traineeships & Apprenticeship
- Jobs Applications & Resume Building
- Mentorship, Leadership & Networking
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Wellbeing
2020 has been a year of challenge and change. It has brought to the forefront of our
collective consciousness the need to look after ourselves, especially our physical,
emotional and mental wellbeing. It is comforting to know that the whole world is in the
same boat and that we are dealing with the changes and new normals together.
Full credit to all the amazing teachers we have at ICB who displayed their dedication to
our amazing school by more often than not putting the wellbeing of their students and
classes in front of their own by going above and beyond expectations to help our
students cope with the multitude of challenges we have faced this year.
We are truly blessed to be part of the ICB family and I look forward to continuing to
serve the school community in my role as Wellbeing Coordinator P-12. I am looking
forward to a more 'normal' year in 2021 inshallah.
Zeena Ackland
P-12 Wellbeing Coordinator

Health Centre
As always, it has been a busy time in the Health Centre this year. We have on certain
days exceeded fifty visits for illness and accidents. In addition to this, COVID-19
changed the way we performed our roles and created many extra duties, including
tracking and tracing for contacts with symptoms, extra ordering, education for the
College community regarding infection control and sending all students and staff with
symptoms for testing.
Thank you for all the support, constant communication and having such smart, polite
and endearing children to care for. One of the highlights for me has been the positive
feedback regarding our new Health Centre reception area. It is brighter, softer and a
lot more welcoming for our students and waiting parents.
Nurse Catherine
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Qld Mental Health
Week - looking
after ourselves

ICE
CREAM!!
EXERCISE

GOOD
COMPANY
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SAKINA

Ms. Aida
Councillor

Community Gardens
Welcome and Assalamu Alaykum!

Come in and meet our awesome Greenhouse Team: Sara, Rebecca, Bayaan, Safiyah and Lina.
Our dedicated Greenhouse Team are helping push the boundaries of the classroom and pave
pathways for students to thrive and engage in a natural learning environment with plenty of
sunshine and fresh air. This is an opportunity for our students to open the garden gate and to
explore, be curious and make the interconnections with the natural world around them.
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A Welfare vision is to create a nourishing, tranquil space for our students and
community. We draw from the principles of Permaculture and also in
consideration and respect to our Islamic Tradition we aspire:
to care for the earth
to care for people
to share and distribute food

hands on
learning

a place of
peace

solution
based
learning

"If a Muslim plants a tree or sows seeds, and
then a bird, or a person or an animal eats
from it, it is regarded as a charitable gift
(sadaqah) for him." (Bukhari)

sense of
belonging

competition
free zone

a place to
comtemplate

sense of
contribution

working
with mind
and body
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Values

Creative Writing Competition Winner 2020
Abdullah Dawood- "Eagle"
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Year 10

This

App Store

Instagram

Year

Among Us

Snapchat

Has Been
Twitter

TikTok

YouTube

Skype

A Wild Ride
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Spotify

Photos

Pinterest

Buzzfeed

2020
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Mohamed Waleed Hamed
Aldesawey
"Far from the rest but I'm far
from my best - Dave"

Abdullah Gemicioglu
"Words have power, but only
if people will listen. When
they don't, action speaks loud
enough for anyone."

Oways Guesmi
"If you genuinely think you
have a good idea, don't
let anyone talk you out of it."

Senior Quotes
Class of 2020

BE PASSIVE
AGGRESSIVE

Respectfully
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Senior Quotes
Qutayba Guesmi
"2 L’s make a dub."

Aliyou Kenneh
"What can I say, here we are...
finally graduating from school!
We blessed ����"

Osman Mohammad
"What a scam"

Saad Hasan

Muhammad Jassat

"There's a future version of you
that is proud that you were
strong enough to make it."

"I knew school was not for me
when I failed an open book
exam."

Faza Laksono
"Every man dies, not every
man truly lives." - Hamdan

Hamdan Majid
"Isn't this rather
meaningless?" -SF

Faizan Nadeem

"Oh yes, the past can hurt. But the
way I see it, you can either run
from it or learn from it."
- Rafiki, The Lion King

Abdullahi Warsame
"Imagine being ... couldn’t be
me."
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Senior Quotes
Marim Adham
"Always look for the light
at the end of the tunnel."

"Yeezy taught me"

Najma Ali

Yaminah Ali

Me: *walks past
Everyone: Oh look! a
shooting star

Noor Amin

“Well this year was a roller
coaster ride, but the funny thing
is I actually survived”
144 - Sincerely, Noor Amin

Safiyyah Adli

Alaa Al Nuamany
"We don’t feed the badders
pasta‼"

Maria Al-Kobeissy

"¿"

"When life gives you hundred
reasons to cry, show life that you
have thousand reason to smile."

Amare Amodia
"Hugs don't solve everything,
but they can make life just a
little more bearable."

Salwa Arackakkunnel
“I know you’re not supposed
to cry over spilled tea, but it’s
just so sad!” - Uncle Iroh

Senior Quotes
Aishah Badrulhisham
"I hope natural selection
takes care of yall."

Aqeelah Buksh
"Everything happens for a
reason."

Aisha Dhedhi

Roukayah Elghoul

Jouwayria Chouchane
"I’m late. My alarm didn’t go off
because i didn’t set it because i
hate coming here."

Samira Gedi

"���������� ����������������
”Life happens wherever you
"I hate being late but I'm ����
so good at
����������
���������������� ����
it, I don't even believe myself when
are, whether you make it or
���������������� ���� ����������������" ~
I
say
I'll
be
ready
in
5
minutes."
not.” —Uncle Iroh
(˶◕‿◕˶✿)

Aisha Ghafoor
"Hey people, so
basicallyy..."

Nur Guler
"As long as there’s coffee in
the world, how bad can
things be?"

Dalal Issa
has left the chat.
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Senior Quotes
Mehak Jamil

Malyka Javed

"Daily offender."

"Crazy eastender."

Hawraa Kanaani

Aqsa Khan
"Life is a party and I’m the
piñata."

"It is what it is."

Maryam Khan
"These memories will last
forever."
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Fatima Osman
“You will never know the value
of a moment until it becomes a
memory ~ Dr. Seuss

Maliha Kamali
"How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying
goodbye so hard."

Sabeehah Khan
I feel like the possibility of all those
possibilities being possible is just
another possibility that can possibly
happen - Mark Lee

Mariam Qureshi
"I was born intelligent but
education ruined me."

Senior Quotes
Aamena Sabdia
"5’2 inches, 6’1 attitude"

Aisha Sheriff
"Hey guys welcome back to
my channel."

Zainab Fikreth Shuaib
"We didn't realise we were
making memories, we just
knew we were having fun." Winnie the Pooh

Honourable Mentions
"It's a new system."

"I don't know how this new
system is going to work."

"Make sure you read the
syllabus."

"We'll know better next
year."

"I don't know what they've
done, but they said..."

"QCAA's a load of rubbish."
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